Appraise:
Discuss how
Juxtapositions can be
used in Film Music

AoS2:
MUSIC
for
ENSEMBLE

Perform &
Compose:
Improve final
performances
and
compositions

Appraise:
Comparing Devices. Working on
Exam Technique, Approaching
past paper style questions.

AoS3:
FILM
MUSIC

Perform:
Include Dynamics
and Focus on
Fluency when you
Perform

Perform:
Play more challenging
parts on your instrument
(complex rhythms,
multiple parts)

Appraise:
Answer the 10
Mark Exam
Question

Perform:
Play
Leitmotifs
that have
more complex
rhythms and
melodies
Compose:
Write a
soundtrack
based
around a
Haunted
House

AoS1:
FORM
and
DEVICES

RECAP
&
COURSEWORK
Perform:
Perform on
your chosen
instrument

Perform:
Perform & Compose: Play a
Compose:
Look at the structure of piece of Write using Appraise:
Pop Songs.
longer the Alto and Begin to
analyse a
length
Bass Clef
score

AoS1:
FORM
and
DEVICES
Perform &
Appraise:
Compose:
Look at how
Write your own
looping rhythms
Synthesizers and
and play them Electronic effects can
with others in a manipulate a piece
of music.
canon.

NEW
DIRECTIONS
Appraise:
Develop your
understanding on the
Elements of Music

Perform:
Play Riffs and
Hooks

Perform, Compose &
Appraise:
Go over all areas of the
course and continue
writing your coursework

Compose & Appraise:
Write to a brief with
structural support from
a Storyboard.

AoS3:
FILM
MUSIC

AoS4:
POPULAR
MUSIC

Appraise:
Explore
Tonality
and
Structure

Compose & Appraise:
Writing a piece of music with a
clear structure and development
with the use of a variety of
devices from the chosen style

RECAP
&
COURSEWORK
Compose:
Start using
Garageband

AoS2:
MUSIC
for
ENSEMBLE

AoS3:
FILM MUSIC
&
RECAP
Perform:
Work on your
ensemble
piece.

Perform, Compose & Appraise:
Go over all areas of the course and
finish writing your coursework

Appraise:
Aurally identifying instruments
and ensembles. Revising musical
features and the era’s of music.

Compose:
Write a basic
rhythm with using
Appraise:
pitch names from
Identify various note
the treble clef
values and rhythms.

AoS1:
FORM
and
DEVICES

YEAR

10

DANCE
MUSIC
Perform:
Perform song
that you have
written with a
band

Compose:
Appraise:
Write you own
instrumental Compare Musical
Features in
Bridge Section
different versions
of the same song

In Year 9 you
have the
opportunity to
focus on your
chosen
instrument. You
must structure,
arrange and
write your own
music and
explore using
differing layers
of music
providing
feedback using
Musical
Vocabulary to
your peers.

Compose:
Appraise:
Write a Song
about Human Explore how chords are put together
and
how
Tonality
can be used
Rights Issues

PROTEST
SONGS:
Music for
Peace and
Appraise: Change

COVER
SONGS:
Bands

SOUNDTRACKS:
Film Music

11
At GCSE you deepen
your understanding of
Music in the world
around us whilst
developing your own
personal Musical Style.
You will perform, write
and analyse Music.

Perform:
In a Band perform your own Pop
Appraise: Perform, Compose and Appraise:
or Rap Song
Compose:
Analyse the Find out about Dance Music from
Music History
Write you own chord
structure of
progression
different songs

ARRANGING:
Writing
Songs

YEAR

Perform:
Understanding the
Appraise:
sections in the orchestra
Appraise
Compose:
You can identify Perform & Compose: What musical
and performing
Exploring the orchestra and its
Improvise from
Perform:
various textural Create a Melody andelements can be
layout as well as the timbre andorchestral Fanfares as an the Blues Scale.
Sound Effects.
Perform with a balance layers.
used to represent a
ensemble
sonority of the instruments
of volume between
character.
instruments.

Perform:
Can perform a melody
whilst a counter
melody is played
Appraise
Exploring
JAZZ AND
INSTRUMENTS
tonality and
BLUES:
OF THE
using this in
Melody and
ORCHESTRA
their
Scales
compositions,
Perform:
transitioning
Can perform
Appraise
from major to
traditional
Compose:
Can self and peer assess Samba and Chinese
minor
performances in order to
music rhythms Can compose and
create rhythms
improve
Compose:
Writing and composing
melody's by changing pitches
VARIATIONS:
and beats

Compose:
Creating a
rhythm
through
knowledge of
beats and
their values
Appraise:
How can you
and others
improve your
Performance?

YEAR

Perform:
You can play in Time
one
the beat AND off the

WORLD beat .
performing this genre.
MUSIC:
Samba and
Traditional
Compose:
Chinese
Use a type of structure and
Music

OFFBEAT:
Reggae Music

Perform:
Compose:
Perform: understanding the texture
What makes a good
Use suitable
Appraise:
Appraise:
Perform:
What makes a good within a song and its
performance?
ideas
to
write
Texture
Being able to
importance Being able to identify and apply Perform:
performance?
Understanding pitch and lyrics to a Verse (Awareness of how
dynamics
in a song and be Perform using
perform beats
new chord shapes
and rhythms in Parts fit together)Understanding pitch and new
resilient to setback in musical the Treble and
and note
chord shapes on the guitar
a Folk song
Bass Clef. Self
processes.
lengths to
evaluate and
create rhythms

UKULELE:
Folk Music

Jazz and Blues:
Guitar/Chords

KEYBOARD:
Classical

Start to improve
your confidence
when playing an
instrument by
performing to
your peers and
improve your
resilience &
problem solving
when composing
your musical
ideas in various
styles.

Appraise:
Compose:
Explore the concept of
Choose appropriate Syncopation. (Off Beat)
instrumentation for

Appraise:
Perform:
Appraise:
What is a musical
Find notes on a Keyboard.
What
and how is it
Compose:
How do you play a Chord?
instruments use a
different from music
Treble Clef
What is a melody and how Perform and Compose:
Treble Clef and
being in a film? How
(Learn how to read
do you play one? Perform a song using voice and
Bass Clef?
do we define and
and write notes on
keyboard skills to tell a musical
organise it?
a stave)
theatre story. How do you work in
PERCUSSION:
a group?

African
Drumming

9

TECHNOLOGY:
Computer and
Video Games

ALL
Appraisal
INSTRUMENTS
Baseline
Assessment::What
and Roll
do Rock
you already

FINDING YOUR
VOICE:
Musical Theatre

peer assess
final
performance
using the
progress radar.

know?
Appraise:
Baseline Assessment
What do you already
know about Music?

YEAR

7

YEAR

8
Develop an
understanding of
what Music is by
experiencing a wide
range of fun and
exciting projects that
teach you valuable
skills including how
to read music.

Perform:
Perform us ing the Treble a nd Bass Clef. Self evaluate a nd
peer assess fi nal performance using the progress radar.

Perform:
Wha t ma kes a good
performance?
Understanding pitch a nd new
chord s hapes on the guitar

GUITAR:
Jazz and
Blues

Perform:
Wha t ma kes a good
performance?
Understanding pitch a nd new
chord s hapes

Perform:
Bei ng a ble to perform beats and
note l engths to create rhythms

PERCUSSION:
African
Drumming

Compose:
Us e a type of structure
a nd understanding the
texture wi thin a s ong and
i ts i mportance

Appraise:
Wha t i nstruments use a
Trebl e Cl ef and Bass Cl ef?

Appraise:
Wha t i s a musical and
how i s i t different from
mus ic being i n a film?
How do we define and
orga nise it?

ALL
INSTRUMENTS:
Rock and Roll

Appraise:
Texture (Awareness of how
Pa rts fi t together)

Appraise:
How ca n you and others
i mprove your Performance?

Compose:
Trebl e Cl ef
(Lea rn how to read a nd wri te notes
on a s tave)

Perform and Compose:
Perform a s ong using voice and keyboard s kills
to tel l a musical theatre s tory. How do you
s i ng/play i n tune?
How do you work in a group?

FINDING
YOUR
VOICE:
Musical
Theatre

Appraise:
Bei ng a ble to identify a nd apply
dyna mics in a song and be resilient to
s etback i n musical processes.

Compose:
Us e s uitable ideas to write
l yri cs to a Verse and rhythms
i n a Folk s ong

Compose:
Crea ti ng a rhythm through
knowledge of beats a nd their
va l ues

Appraise:
Ana l yse structure a nd recognise the links with
Bl ues Music.
Na me Bass Cl ef notes and be resilient to setback in
mus ical processes.

UKULELE:
Folk
Music

Perform:
Fi nd notes on a Keyboard. How do you
pl a y a Chord?
Wha t i s a melody a nd how do you play
one?

Appraise:
Ba s eline Assessment
Wha t do you already
know a bout Music?

KEYBOARD
Classical

Develop an understanding of what Music is by experiencing
a wide range of fun and exciting projects that teach you
valuable skills including how to read music.

Perform & Compose:
Crea te a Melody a nd Sound Effects.

Appraise:
You ca n i dentify va rious textural
l a yers.

Compose:
Improvise from the
Bl ues Scale.

Perform:
Perform wi th a balance of
vol ume between i nstruments. .

Appraise
Expl oring the orchestra a nd i ts
l a yout as well as the timbre and
s onority of the instruments

JAZZ and
BLUES

Appraise:
Wha t musical elements ca n be used to
represent a character.

Perform:
Understanding the s ections in
the orchestra a nd performing
orchestral Fanfares as a n
ens emble

Appraise
Perform:
Compose:
Expl
oring
tonality
a
nd
using
this
Ca
n
perform
a melody
Wri ti ng a nd composing melody's
i n their compositions,
whi lst a counter melody
by cha nging pitches and beats
tra ns itioning from major to
i s played
mi nor

VARIATIONS:

Compose:
Ca n compose a nd create
rhythms

Perform:
You ca n play i n Time one
the beat AND off the beat.

OFFBEAT:
Reggae
Music

Perform:
Ca n perform tra ditional
Sa mba and Chinese
mus ic rhythms

Compose:
Choos e appropriate
i ns trumentation for
performing this genre.

TECHNOLOGY:
Computer and
Video Games

INSTRUMENTS
OF THE
ORCHESTRA

Appraise
Ca n s elf and peer assess
performances in order to
i mprove

Appraise:
Expl ore the concept of
Syncopa tion. (Off Beat)

WORLD
MUSIC:
Samba and
Traditional
Chinese
Music

Start to improve your confidence when playing an instrument by
performing to your peers and improve your resilience & problem
solving when composing your musical ideas in various styles.

Perform:
Compose:
Appraise:
Wri te you own Dance Fi nd out a bout the how different type of Dance Expl ore Playing Techniques.
tra ck.
Mus i c has a ppeared through history

Perform:
In a Band perform your
own Pop or Ra p Song.

ARRANGING:
Writing
Songs

Compose:
Wri te a soundtrack based
a round a Haunted House.

Perform:
Pl a y Ri ffs and
Hooks.

Perform:
Perform s ong that you have
wri tten with a band.

PROTEST
SONGS:
Music for
Peace and
Change

Appraise:
Devel op your understanding
on the El ements of Music.

Compose:
Wri te you own i nstrumental
Bri dge Section.

Compose:
Wri te a Song a bout
Huma n Rights Issues.

DANCE
MUSIC

Appraise:
Look a t how Synthesizers and
El ectronic effects can
ma nipulate a piece of music.

Perform & Compose:
Wri te your own l ooping rhythms and play
them wi th others i n a canon.

Perform:
Pl a y Lei tmotifs that have more
compl ex rhythms and melodies.

SOUNDTRACKS:
Film Music

Appraise:
Ana l yse the structure of
di fferent songs.

Compose:
Wri te you own chord
progression.

NEW
DIRECTIONS

Appraise:
Compa re Musical Features in
di fferent versions of the same
s ong.

Appraise:
Expl ore how chords are put
together a nd how Tonality
ca n be used.

COVER
SONGS:
Bands

In Year 9 you have the opportunity to focus on your chosen instrument. You
must structure, arrange and write your own music and explore using differing
layers of music providing feedback using Musical Vocabulary to your peers.

Appraise:
Aurally identifying instruments and ensembles.
Revising musical features and the era’s of music.

AoS3:
FILM MUSIC
&
RECAP

Appraise:
Comparing Devices. Working on Exam Technique,
Approaching past paper style questions.

Appraise:
Di s cuss how Juxtapositions ca n be
us ed i n Film Music.

Perform & Compose:
Improve final performances and compositions.

AoS3:
FILM
MUSIC

AoS2:
MUSIC
for
ENSEMBLE

Perform, Compose & Appraise:
Go over a ll a reas of the course and finish wri ting your coursework.

Compose & Appraise:
Perform:
Wri
ti
ng
a
piece
of
music
with a cl ear s tructure and development
Work on your ensemble piece.
wi th the use of a va riety of devi ces from the chosen styl e.

AoS1:
FORM
and
DEVICES

YEAR 11
Perform, Compose & Appraise:
Go over a ll a reas of the course and continue writing your coursework.

Perform:
Pl a y more challenging parts on your instrument (complex
rhythms , multiple parts).

AoS3:
FILM
MUSIC

Perform:
Incl ude Dynamics a nd Focus on
Fl uency when you Perform.

AoS1:
FORM
and
DEVICES

Perform:
Pl a y a piece of longer length.

Perform:
Perform on your chosen
i ns trument.

Compose & Appraise:
Wri te to a brief with structural support
from a Storyboard.

Compose:
Start us ing Garageband.

Perform & Compose:
Look a t the s tructure of Pop Songs.

AoS4:
POPULAR
MUSIC

RECAP
&
COURSEWORK

Appraise:
Ans wer the 10 Ma rk Exam
Ques tion.

Appraise:
Expl ore Tonality a nd Structure.

Compose:
Wri te using the Al to and Bass
Cl ef.

Compose:
Wri te a basic rhythm with using
pi tch names from the treble clef.

RECAP
&
COURSEWORK

AoS2:
MUSIC
for
ENSEMBLE

Appraise:
Begi n to a nalys e a score.

Appraise:
Identify va rious note va lues and
rhythms .

AoS1:
FORM
and
DEVICES

YEAR 10

At GCSE you deepen your understanding of Music in the world around us whilst
developing your own personal Musical Style. You will perform, write and analyse Music.

Appraise:

Exam
Technique Past Papers

AoS3:
FILM
MUSIC &
RECAP

Revision

SAM Learning

Teams

Appraise:
Comparing
Dictation
Different Versions

Film Textures

Melody

Articulation

Harmony

10 Mark Question
Metre

Chords

Since You’ve Been Gone

Coursework:
Finish any
outstanding
coursework

Seneca

AoS2:
MUSIC
for
ENSEMBLE
Appraise:

Dynamics

Texture

Rhythm

Instrumentation

Tempo

AoS3:
FILM
MUSIC
Perform:
Record
your Solo
Piece

Compose:
Writing a piece
of music with a
clear Melody

Appraise:
Dictation

Music for
Ensemble

Elements of
10 Mark
Music
Question
Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik

RECAP
&

COURSEWORK
Perform:
Rehearse your
Solo Piece

Compose:
Writing a
piece of music
with a clear
Structure

Appraise:
Variation
Eras
Eine Kleine
and
Dictation 10 Mark
Music
of
Nachtmusik
Strophic
Question
Technology
Music
Form

AoS1:
FORM
and
DEVICES

At GCSE you deepen your understanding of Music in the
world around us whilst developing your own personal Musical
Style. You will perform, write and analyse Music.

